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News Release 
 
 
 
The Seven Collective presents CLOSER: A Living Workshop 
June 24 – 27, 2010 
 

TSC’s experimental take on a modern classic  
 
Performances on June 24, 25, 26, 27 at 8pm 
Location: Compton-Goethals Hall Studio 310 
 
TSC Presents CLOSER: A Living Workshop 
Compton-Goethals Hall Studio 310 
The City College of New York 
Amsterdam Avenue and 140th Street 
Jun 24, 25, 26, 27 at 8pm 
FREE Admission 
 
Closer is a simultaneous rough draft and polished thesis on the way grown 
people play when no one’s watching. In many ways, we mirror children: 
inquisitive, impulsive, self-centered. Marber places four adults in an empty 
sandbox daring them to find satisfaction and solace in only each other. This is a 
provocatively honest, intensely passionate look into four distinct lives connected 
by wanderlust.  
 
Is love a chasm into which we’re pushed or a daring leap we choose to make? 
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We aim to affect your answer by plunging into the turbulent reality of 
relationships and fragility of intimacy. How men relate to women and women to 
men when lust/love enters the picture still captivates and confounds to this very 
day. Our goal is to explore this dynamic fully, exposing layers of shared flaws 
and hidden beauty that either strengthen or ravage bonds.  
 
The emphasis of this production is not on size and physical scope, as we 
choose to use minimal set pieces and engage in a space that evokes a shared 
privacy between audience and actor. Rather, our collective focus is on placing 
you, the voyeur, in the room with each character in order to provoke an active 
dialogue unique to each evening’s experience.  
 
The pretense of having people attend theatre simply to watch a bunch of actors 
perform for their amusement ("monkeys in a box") is antiquated. We invite 
strangers at every end of the spectrum to play with us on this journey of raw 
vulnerability and pulsating sensuality. Ours is a unique exploration of shameless 
voyeurism that invites you to submit to your baser desires...and come get closer.  
 
About The Seven Collective: 
Seven free thinking, creative forces united in the spirit of artistic fellowship with 
an agenda to shake up the Theatre establishment. The Seven Collective is a 
multi-media, multi-functional theatre collective dedicated to the global 
advancement of the arts through groundbreaking performance, education and 
outreach. TSC's vision is to revolutionize theatre into a social movement 
capable of articulating global commonalities, demolishing ignorance-driven 
intolerance and truly putting life on the stage. 
 
For more information, contact: 
Jean-Pierre Barthelemy at (347) 369-4725 or jp@sevencollective.org 
 
Location: 
Compton-Goethals Hall Studio 310 
The City College of New York 
Amsterdam Avenue and 140th Street 
 

Subway: 1 to 138th Street 


